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You must believe and hold the Dream for yourself that the Light of 
God is ever present, and as such, you can call it forth! You can have that 
day when suddenly the Dream comes true and you are wearing Garments 
of Light! And the shining forth of your own God Presence through each of 
your vehicles of consciousness enables you to take command over your life, 
to have the infusion of the God Consciousness that is your Divine Self into 
all of your affairs!

No longer are you needy, looking outside yourself for the resources of life, 
for you have discovered that all along they were right within! When you allow 
your consciousness to soar within the Heart, you discover this vast Kingdom 
of God where you belong, where you are at home, where the Light that swirls 
about you is so familiar, for within it shines forth the Consciousness of your 
very own Presence that you know to be true. Entertaining this Light is like 
putting on a favored garment. Only this Garment, blessed ones, never wears 
out. It never dims with use but expands with Light, becomes stronger, becomes 
more a part of your outer day-to-day life than you ever dreamed possible! 

I, the Goddess of Light, infuse your consciousness this day with a Charge 
of the Pure Light of the White-Fire Core of your own Individual Mighty 
I AM Presence so that you might feel it begin to move through your outer 
vehicles, straightening the spinal altar, elevating your stature into the Divine 
Selfhood that knows the Truth of God Identity, not being fearful but 
courageous, putting on Illumination’s Flame as the Mind of God begins to 
stream forth into your crown, radiating the Wisdom that is to impart into 
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each of your vehicles, so that as these vehicles, blessed ones, begin to move, 
act, create, think, emanate, flow — all are under the Divine Direction of 
the Mind of God.

And more and more you begin to realize how precious are the days 
entrusted to you for the opportunity to put on these Garments of Light, 
to wear the Mantle of the Presence of God and know what the Vision your 
Mighty I AM Presence determines for each given moment on each day in 
the history of your journey upon Earth! 

You do, blessed hearts, have a divine history! For some it is quite vast and 
long, for you have traveled many pathways that your Presence has desired 
you to be engaged in. You have achieved many of the Attainments required 
to fulfill the Divine Plan that your Presence has for you.  Ofttimes you have 
missed the mark, whenever you veered away from the point of center that 
would have allowed you to remain steadfast in the Fullness of the Divine 
Direction intended for your outer vehicles; so perhaps for a time, you lost 
momentum. You did not gain the Attainment and Mastery in that lifetime, as 
was intended. Thus you were required to begin again, if not retracing exactly 
the same tracks, most assuredly encountering similar conditions so that you 
would learn the lessons of the missteps in the previous lifetime.

Many times there were multiple lifetimes of Grace before you had to 
confront those same lessons again so that you would have a greater opportunity 
to first gain greater momentums of Christhood — these Christ Virtues 
that you have now begun to know, that draw upon the God Qualities of 
your Mighty I AM Presence and release the Light of God in, through, and 
around you, so that today you find yourself God Victorious and you truly 
master those Virtues as a Way of Life, infusing the Presence of God into 
every fabric of your life!

All of this can happen as suddenly as your Heart Flame opens to the 
Mighty I AM Presence and the streaming forth of its Light enters into 
each of your vehicles of consciousness in a more than ordinary release that 
charges, illumines, activates the pure Record of the Light that is the natural 
Divine Estate of who you are, consuming on the instant the unreality, false 
conceptions, and distorted ideas born out of the nothingness of human 
creation. All because you have opened the Heart! You have believed the very 
best of your True Self. You have understood that your Mighty I AM Presence 
is close at hand. You know you need not climb to the top of Mount Everest 
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or swim the vastest ocean or labor in the wilderness to find your Presence. 
You, blessed hearts, need only go to the Altar of the Most High, your Mighty 
I AM Presence, allow your Heart Flame to open wide — and suddenly, you 
put on the Light of God! 

There are those who must have physical signs to report to their physical 
senses if they are to believe in the Reality of God. So if that be the case for 
you, look about you. The signs are all there in the very fact that the Life 
Force of God beats your heart; allows for the oxygen to fuel and give you the 
Pranic Breath that you require to function in the physical body; allows the 
synapses of the mind to fire, allowing for the charge of the cognitive powers 
of your own mind to receive on the instant the Mind of God when you still 
your vehicles of consciousness; and allows the Fires of the Heart to play the 
role that they are intended on behalf of the Truth of your Identity. 

Many times lifestreams would rather entertain thoughts that are not 
healthy, that report to their outer vehicles guilt, blame, anger, all manner 
of thoughts that feed into the emotional body and the physical body the ills 
of the human race. But once the Heart has been awakened, you may find it 
difficult to labor under the human creation of the mass consciousness any 
longer. For it is foreign to the Heart Flame! It is a foreign land to the Mighty 
I AM Presence! And you must call forth the Light of God to be active in 
your life.

The Kingdom of God is Pure, is Holy, is loving, is comforting, is God-
determined inasmuch as the Will of God is always present, is Fearless, is 
Courageous, is all the God Qualities that you have heard of. All God Good 
constitutes the Kingdom of your God Presence! Why then would these 
outer vehicles continue to entertain anything that is foreign to that Divine 
Estate of Perfection? 

Oh, you may be required to live out your days here below in this physical 
world of time and space as you are gaining your Mastery and Attainment 
at the command of your own God Presence. But, blessed hearts, you were 
never intended to amalgamate with the lowest common denominator of 
mortal vibration!

You were intended to move through time and space with your Heart 
Flame ablaze, allowing your vehicles of consciousness to radiate, to infuse 
Life all about you with the Presence of your Mighty I AM, drawing upon 
that Light, commanding that Light into action, into creativity, into thought, 
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into energy! But all the while maintaining the Vibration that is the natural 
estate of the Presence of God so that when your Causal Presence, your Holy 
Christ Presence, your Electronic Body determines to release Patterns of 
Perfection through these vehicles of consciousness that you wear in outer 
time and space of the Earth, then you are prepared. Your garments are clean. 
The Charge of Light is present within your cells. Your emotions are charged 
and banked, ready to receive the commandment and to ride above the mass 
human consciousness and riptides of thought and feeling, as the Thoughts 
of the Mind of God are put into action!

You discover that you are wearing a Mantle of Light, not a hand-me-down 
garment of worn-out, old fabric that has been hanging around your closet for 
twenty, thirty, forty, maybe fifty years — but a mantle of Light, scintillating 
and bright! It has a newness of the Charge of Light about it! And suddenly 
the holes are repaired! The colors are more vivid and true to the Ascended 
Master Qualities! And it is a Garment that can withstand the rigors of all 
that you put it through, even though it may appear delicate, even transparent. 

So you see, blessed ones, the Realm of the Light of God is the Secret 
Kingdom that you are intended to live within, not banished into outer darkness 
of human conditions that cannot relate to Purity, to the Divine Estate that is 
your Natal Birth. Now, that does not mean that all about you the Sons and 
Daughters of God who do not believe as you believe are castaways! No, blessed 
hearts. Just the reverse. They are the prodigal sons and daughters. They are 
the lost sheep. They are those whom you have come to serve, ministering to 
the Flame of God upon the Altar of their Heart. You have come not only 
to put on your own Garments of Light in Mastery and Attainment but to 
radiate that Light and to serve God in life in this physical time and space.

Even though they know not of what you speak, they know the Vibration, 
for they recognize the Light within you! They understand that the Presence 
of God cannot be denied! And that you, blessed hearts, have come as a savior 
for this time, for this cycle, to bring the Golden Age. Your name is not so 
important. It is enough that they recognize there is something special in the 
glint in your eye, the smile upon your face, the countenance with which you 
receive them, the Comfort Flame that you emit, the Love that is naturally all 
about you, though you have just met them. These are signs, blessed ones, that 
others look to when they are hungry; when they have lost their way; when 
they feel alone; when the Light of God seems so far removed from their life 
they cannot even imagine it for themselves. And then you walk into their life! 
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What a glorious opportunity for the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart 
to expand, to suddenly engulf your lifestream in that Momentum that you 
have been rehearsing over and over with your Decrees, your Prayers, your 
lifestyle so that you might be the one to reach out your hand! And they take 
your hand. And there is gratitude to God, though they know not God. There 
is Love for the Flame, though they know not the Flame. For you have been 
the vehicle of your Mighty I AM Presence. You have put on the Garment of 
Light. And you have allowed that Light to work a Mighty Work that very day!

Would it not be sad if a day were to come upon you when you were 
unprepared and one so deserving and in need would come into proximity of 
your life, and you had nothing to give? Blessed hearts, let that prospect never 
happen from this day forward! 

It is easy to stay in the Presence of God if you but remember a few of the 
basic tenets and precepts of Cosmic Law and hold fast to the Truth of who you 
are, all days of your life. Then, each day, there can be the sudden appearance 
of your God Presence shining forth again and again! Never diminishing! 
Always expanding! And ever ready, as you are the Presence of God in Life!

That is the Path of the true disciples of the Mighty I AM Presence and of 
the Ascended Master Teachings. It is to these that I entrust Excalibur! Hold 
it high so that you are always tethered to the Purity and the Light of God!

     I thank you.
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